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ABSTRACT

The Popov oriterion for the stability of s linear hitedimensiond system
containing a single nan-linearity js extended to infinite-dimemion&1.~ptem~
vith multiple non.l'inearities. Rather than easmining sta51lity of tho
states under zero input conditions the paper examines stability of the output.
. .

3 1. INTRODUCTION
ONEof the few result$ of general applicability in the study of the stability
of non-linear control systems is the Popov criterion (Popov 1961, 1963).
The oriterion is concerned with setting down conditions under which a
Iinear time-invariant dynamicd system with a non-linear memoryless
feedback law will be zero-input stable, or stable in the sense of Lyapunov.
Popov's (1961) original study is concerned with single-input, singleoutput systems which are finite-dimensional, i.e. the system transfer
function or the Laplace transform of the 'system impulse response i s a
ratio .of two polynomials in a complex variable 8. The comparatively
ad hoc procedures used to derive the result can be replaced by the more
motivated procedures of Kalman (1963), where a Lyapunov function is
found as a result of a system theoretic characterization of positive real
functions.
Two possible directions for gene~aliz%.the theory are possible. One is
t o allow a mltivcsriablelinear 'time-invariant partof the system, corrasponding to the presence of multiple non-linearities, perhaps separated
by a linear part of the overall plplant. .' Such a generalization may be found
in Anderson (1966). The exact statement of the criterion requires the
concept of positive real matPices, and the proof of the criterion depends
on a system theoretic characterization of the positive real property.
A second possibility for generalization is to relax the condition of 6nite
dimensionality on the linear p a r t of the plant, permitting distributed
systems to be considered. Such a generalization can be found in Desoer
(1965).
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I n this paper we carry out a double generalization to consider multiThe treatment given
e
variable systems which are not ~ i t dimensional.
i s more like that of Desoer (1966) than Anderson (1966), but provides a
perhaps neater proof than that of Desoer (1965) for the single-variable
case, by using a simple property of positive real matrices in a direct fashion.
I n 82 of the paper we present a precise statement of the problem,
including the various restrictions necessary on both the non-linear and
linear parts of the system. Some of the latter are automatically satisfied
for the hite-dimensional case (corresponding to a transfer function
matrix with elements that are rational functions of s). Section 3 of the
paper states and proves the main results.

5 2.

DESCRIPTIONow m SYSTEM
The prototype system i s shown in the figure; we shall denote it by
@. The matrix W(8)is an n x n matrix of transfer functions ; we denote
by w(.) impulse response of which W ( 8 ) is the Laplace transform, and by
@the sub-sy9temwhich has w( ) as impulse response. Without knowledge
of the internal structure of @, it is a problem to define its state explicity
and t o disthe stability of the state. Accordingly we shall examhe
rather the stability of the output of@, under the c o n d i t d of zero input;
thus true Lyapunov stabiiiy is not considered. It is also helpful for the
analysis to consider +other modification of the Lyapunov asymptotic
stability definition: we shall actually prove that under certain conditions
the optput u is bounded and square integrable, i.e.

-

MEMORYLESS
NONLINEARITIES

The system 0.
Here the superscript prime denotes matrix transposition.
The (non-external) input t o the @I part of 0 is -#, which is determined
by the non-linearities as a vector function of the output vector u. The
notation #(t) will be used as a loose way of writing #(a@)). We shall assume :
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(A 1) With $* and gs the ith components of $ and a respectively:
q&2(klZ.+~)$? (i=1,2 ,...n) (E>O),(kls>O)

(2a )

oZ.&>(k,,+e)q? (i=1.2, ...n) (e30), (kS>0).
For future use, we define the matrices K, and K, by:

(25 )

and

El=diag {kll,kk,
...k,,)

and

(34

%=diag (k2,, k,,, . ..k,,).

(3b)
It is actually possible to consider a more general form of aduumption
lhm (a), as dia(~uesedby Anderson (1966). Noto also that eqns. (2) are
essentially the vector equivalent of the familiar condition used in the
single non-linearity case, see Kalman (1963) or Desoer (1965).
Our second assumption concerns the system @. Without knowledge
of the internal structure of @, it ie problem to d e h e its state expIicitly.
A useful related concept however is the collection of zero-input responses
of @. These are the outputs appearing in the interval [0, m) as a result
of @J being in some initial state at t = 0, and these responses are observable.
We assume
(A 2) For any initial state, the zero-input response $( of @ iis bounded
on [O, oo) and is such that z is square integrable on [0, w)
Secondly,
(A3) The corresponding timederivative * ( a ) &ts, and d is bounded
and square integrable on [0, m).
FinalIy, we shall require:
a )

(A 4) llim W(s)l< w.
Pfm

(4)

In the fib-dimensional case, (A 2), (A3), and (A 4) are implied by the
requirement that the poles of W (s) lie in the left half plane, and that
W(w)=O.
In the stability analysis to follow, we shall need the concept fa positive
r d matrix. A matrix V (s)of fnnctions of a complex variables is positive
real if (Newcomb 1966):
(1) T(s)+ V1(s*) is a non-negative d&te hermetian matrix in the
half plane Re8>Q;
(2) 7*(s)=Y(sS)forRe8>O;
(3) The elements of V (s) are all anal*
in Re s > 0.
For our purposes, condition (1) is more usefully expressed in time
domain notation as (Newcomb 1966):

wbae v(. ) js the impulse reapoqe ma* corresponding to ~ ( s (and
)
may
asnt*h ? deha ffin~tioa
or men a derivative 98%delta f m ~ t i ~ nx(.) ,)is an
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arbitrary vector function defined over [to,t o f t ] for which the integral
exists, and t is arbitrary and positive.
EnalIy, it should be noted that the location of the non-linearities that
has been assumed in the figure is not as restrictive as it may at first sight
appear. Anderson (1966)pointed out how many different types of system
can be redrawn in the form of the figure, thus permittiig application of
the theory.
$3. S T A T E ~ AND
N T PROOXOW m &m THEOREM

Theorem. Consider the multivariable time-invariant feedback system
@ shown in the figure, where the system @I meeb agsumptions ( A 2 ) to
( A4 ) of $ 2 , and the non-linearities meet assumption (A 1) of !$ 2. If there
exkb a nonnegative scalar 9, such that

ib, a positive real matrix,.then for any initial state the zero-input response
o of @ isbounded and square-integrableo n [0, p).
' Proof. We &st establish square integra;bility. Let the initial state be
such that the zero-input response of @ without the non-linear feedback
i$z: "The' system @ is described by :

Then

and, using (6) ;

.

.

K&(t) -a(t) -PC+@)=

-~ ( t )

(9)

from which
:
. .

Note that eqns. (4) and (6) establish that w may contain a delta function,
but not the derivative of a delta function. The integral on the right of
(10) is aewrdingly well deiined for all 'reasonably behaved' $.
Equation (10) may now be used to show that o k square integrable, or,
what is completely equivalent by (2a) and ( 2b) that is square integrable.

+

For conveniencedenote the left side of the above equationby 11+1,+ Is,
the right side by I,, where each I j corresponds t o an integral multiplied
by the associated constant c~{,fficient.
.
From (2a) it is evident that
.
. .
I, <0.
(11)
~

,

From (2 b) it follows that

bhe equality holding if fi = 0.
For I,, we have the inequality:

where M is a.constkt independent of t'6=st&.
Since 1, is evidently
.
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by(^ 2) and (A 3).
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it follows by (11) that if $ is not square integrable, I , diverges to - m.
Moreover, if I, diverges, it must diverge also to - a,since fi> 0. Finally,
from (13) it is clear that I, cannot diverge as fast as I,. Hence for
sufficiently large t, if t/~ is not square integrable :

The positive real oharacter of 7 (6)however implies (see eqn. ( 5 ) ) that

.

which is a contradiction of (10). Consequently $( ) is square integrable.
Turning now to the boundedness of a, we note that in (7), w is square
integrable on [0, m), having elements identical mith the elements of
some z (Desoer 'IBBEi), which are square integrable by (A2); second,
$is square integrable by the material just proved. This implies that there
exists a constant N such that
J ~ w ( t - T ~ ~ ( T )a
~ < ~ <

(16)

for all t.
Since z is bohded by (A 2), it follows from (7) that o is bounded. This
proves the theorem.

5 4. CO~ausroxs
One of the few general results on tho stability of non-linear control
system has been extended to a more general situation than has hitherto
been available. Because of our comparative lack of abiliQ to deal with
& h e a t eof an arbitrary distributed system, the generality ofthe Lyapunov
stahiily has been ~acriiicedto discuss stability of the output under zero
input conditions. Certainly though there is practical signi6cance in
doing this, and we are not the first to do so (Desoer 1966). Au interesting
feature of the proof of the principal result is the simple way in which
the positive real property is employed.
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